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ln this paper results of column critical loads calculations obtained by design rules for beam stability and 
by nonlinear analysis are compared. Design rules DNY and BAS/JUS are used to compare with results of 
nonlinear analysis. Nonlinear analysis is done by using Finite Element Method through ANSYS software. For 
imperfection modelling standard tolerances for column discrepancy from idea] straight-line shape are used. 
Initial standard allowed curvature by using transversal force is introduced to the finite element model. Results for 
column with pinned-pinned boundary conditions are shown. 
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1. Introduction
Columns are oné of the most used elements in many engineering constructions. Their specific
geometry may cause failure because of stability loss rather then failure because of exceeding stress in 
an elastic domain. lt could appear in a load case, which includes axial compression. Analyst is facing 
the problem of critical load calculation, which exceeding causes large deformation (Fig. 1-b). 
Analytical solutions exist for different boundary conditions, but it could be used for ideally straight 
columns only. In practical applications imperfections are unavoidable, and columns behave as shown 
in the Fig.1-c. Column design could be checked applying nonlinear analysis, using into account 
possible imperfections, or applying corresponding design rules. 
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Fig. I ldeal and real and behaviour of compressed column. 
ln this paper results of column critical loads calculations obtained by design rules for beam 
stability and by nonlinear analysis are compared. Design rules DNY and BAS/JUS are used to 
compare with results of nonlinear analysis. Nonlinear analysis is done by using Finite Element 
Method, which is implemented through ANSYS software. For imperfection modelling are used 
standard tolerances for discrepancies from straight-line shape, given by DIN and ISO standards. 
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